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Abstract—The air pollution problem has become a critical issue
worldwide due to its severe harmful impact on human health.
Among all the pollutants, particulate matter particles are small
enough to enter the lungs quickly and affecting the human body’s
respiratory system badly. Nowadays, air quality modeling has
become an important research area to take supporting preventive
action against the rising pollution level. However, air quality
monitoring at every part of an area has been a complicated issue
due to unstructured pollution monitoring sites. Much research
has been conducted to predict air quality levels for pollution
monitoring sites only, not for every part of a particular location,
which is not useful for real-world scenarios. Therefore, this work
proposes the CNN-GRU-RBF model based on the neural network
approach, which considers both time and spatial features to solve
this type of temporal-spatial interpolation issues of pollution
prediction. The Convolutional Gated Recurrent Unit (CNN-GRU)
is employed for feature learning and long-term temporal air
quality modeling. Each site’s time series prediction results are
implemented as input for Radial Basis Function (RBF) spatial
prediction layer to interpolate those time series prediction results,
ultimately producing a better temporal-spatial interpolation map
the study area. The proposed model shows its effectiveness during
Spatio-temporal air quality prediction.

Index Terms—Air quality, Spatio-temporal prediction, GRU,
RBF

I. INTRODUCTION

Ambient air pollution is one of the critical concerns for both
developing and developed countries all over the world [1]. The
increasing level of population growth and traffic congestion is
the primary reason behind this critical issue. The deterioration
of ambient air quality has a high negative impact on human
health [2]. According to a few research studies, particulate
matter pollutant is easy to inhale by causing a severe threat to
the human body. According to the world health organization
(WHO) report, the number of deaths is more than two million
per annum in developing countries. Milion of fatalities occurs
due to heart diseases, strokes, lung cancer, chronic respiratory
problems, and many more related diseases. Many research
analysis reveals the positive correlation among lung cancer,
cardiovascular mortality with particulate matter concentration.
Several research studies have noticed that ambient air quality
levels in most cities do not meet the WHO guidelines for
acceptable air quality. People of these cities have increased
severe health risks related to the ambient air pollution level.
The produced experimental results and analysis suggested

a few public policies to control and mitigate ambient air
pollution concentration.

Therefore, improving ambient air quality is one of the
crucial steps in smart cities worldwide. Primarily, it will
improve the poor health condition and also helps to gain
economic growth significantly. In recent years, much research
was conducted to perform air quality modeling to manage air
quality in urban areas. Air quality modeling’s primary goal is
to predict the ambient air pollution level. Ultimately, it is used
to ensure that the impact of air pollution levels on the human
body should be minimal in the future.

Ambient air pollution concentration is not uniform in city
areas, having a high value at smart cities, industrial estate,
and traffic-congested roads. Its frequency varies over space
and time due to several factors like meteorological variables
and traffic. In various cities, many countries have developed
air pollution monitoring sites. The number of monitoring
stations in a town is not substantial due to the high cost of
building monitoring sites. Therefore, air quality data should be
perceived accurately before developing any air quality man-
agement system. Learning both spatial and temporal features
gives better prediction results than training time and space
dimensions separately. It arises the need of developing an
efficient Spatio-temporal air pollution forecasting models.

There have been employed several Spatio-temporal air pol-
lution forecasting models; still, the prediction results are not so
accurate because most of the models predict air pollution levels
for the existing monitoring sites only. Limited studies have
conducted to predict air pollution level without monitoring
stations, which arises missing values in space during Spatio-
temporal air quality modeling. This is often called as temporal-
spatial interpolation [3] issues of air quality predictions. It has
observed that most of the traditional prediction models only
focus on attributing the time series missing values, not missing
values in space. These issues can be resolved by applying
deep learning techniques by improving air pollution prediction
results.

To overcome this problem, this research study works on
both missing attributes in time series and space for a better
air quality prediction results. This research paper employed
deep learning and machine learning-based temporal-spatial
interpolation methods to impute the missing value for a better
Spatio-temporal forecasting model. This paper combines the
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CNN layer [4] with GRU unit [5] to perform better temporal,
spatial feature learning and time series modeling of pollutant
value. The model then added an RBF interpolation layer,
which imputes the missing values in space to perform spatial
interpolation of data. Particulate matter PM10 is considered
for the model evaluation purposes due to its severe negative
impact on public health.

II. RELATED WORK

Time series based air quality modeling is a broad area in en-
vironmental research. Different types of statistical [6], machine
learning, and deep learning research have been conducted
based on temporal variations of air quality data. The statistical
model includes an Autoregressive Moving Average (ARIMA)
[7], Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) [8], Prophet [8] and the
machine learning model comprises Decision Tree, Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [9], Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
[10], Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) mod-
els, Multi-layer Perceptron, Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) [11], Xgboost and Random Forest (RF) [12]. These
models can provide better air quality prediction performance
than traditional numerical air quality models. However, these
models fail to handle the long term dependencies of the large
historical dataset.

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence tech-
niques, the concept of deep learning, an advanced variety
of machine learning techniques evolved. These models are
capable enough to train a large amount of input data for air
quality modeling such as a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
[13], Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) [14]–[17],
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), Elman Neural Network, Tempo-
ral Convolutional Network (TCN) [18] and Time Delay Neural
Network (TDNN). However, these shallow models consider
either temporal features or spatial features at a time for air
quality predictions. This research gap extends the further re-
search study to develop a deep learning-based Spatio-temporal
air pollution prediction model that can efficiently extract and
learn both spatial and temporal features to improve prediction
accuracy. Very few research was conducted to develop Spatio-
temporal forecasting model [19] like Graph Convolutional
Neural Network Long Short-Term Memory (GC-LSTM) [20],
CNN-BILSTM [21] and Geo-LSTM [22]. Few of the spatial-
temporal forecasting model uses satellite data as a source
type to get better quality of prediction results. However, these
models do not predict air pollution levels for each point in
space, causing missing values in air pollution prediction results
of a particular location. So, these models fail to predict the
pollutant level where no monitoring stations are available. To
remove these significant restrictions of air quality prediction,
this research paper proposes a novel neural network-based
temporal-spatial interpolation method that imputes the missing
values in space and yields better Spatio-temporal prediction
values.

Following the introduction, the rest of this research paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 reviewed some existing related
research work, and Section 3 describes the experimental study

area of this work. Section 4 presents the proposed model ar-
chitecture, named as CNN-GRU-RBF. Results and discussions
are represented in Section 5, and the conclusion of the research
is drawn in Section 6.

III. STUDY AREA

The study of this research paper is carried out at Odisha,
an eastern part of Indian country. The state shares its bound-
aries with West Bengal, Chhattisgarh Jharkhand, and Andhra
Pradesh spread over an area of 155,707 km2. The state is
blessed with several mineral reserves like coal, iron ore and
chromite. This state is recorded as the second highest reserve
of coal in the country [23]. Odisha is witnessed as the most
top coal producer in the country. As per the environmental
research report, coal extraction causes a severe negative impact
on the human body due to the particulate matter generation
during coal extraction. The neighborhood of coal mining areas
witnesses a high concentration of air pollution. The coal
mining process releases several toxic pollutants that adversely
affect nearby locations. Traffic emission [24] air pollution is
another primary source of toxic pollutants in Odisha. As per
the National Clean Air Programme, Odisha has 6 six non-
attainment cities that do not meet the air quality standard
decided by Central Pollution Control Board. Therefore there
is a requirement to analyze and predict the air quality level
in Odisha so that necessary steps can be taken in advance
against this critical situation. So Odisha is considered as the
experiment location to perform temporal, spatial analysis [25]
of air quality.

The primary data source considered for this study that
comes from Odisha State Pollution Control Board [26], [27],
having pollutant value for the duration 2004-2015. The ex-
periments for this study are carried out over 16 air pollution
monitoring stations of Odisha, having the most hazardous
particle pollutant PM10 (µg/m3) concentration value and its
geographical attributes.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Data preprocessing

The long term air quality data often face data missing
issues due to sensor shutdown or some unusual activity. The
missing attributes need to be replaced. It is necessary to have a
pollutant concentration value for each day to analyze the time-
varying air quality data. The proper analysis is conducted to
find adequate interpolation techniques to impute those missing
values for time series analysis. It is observed from the exper-
imental study that linear interpolation provides better results
than the other nonlinear interpolation methods. Therefore, this
interpolation technique is employed to handle those missing
values in the preprocessing step. It can be formulated as below
[28],

x̂(t) =
xi+1 − xi
ti+1 − ti

(t− ti) + xi (1)

where x̂(t) is the linear interpolation function over time
ti+1 − ti.
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Before performing the temporal and spatial analysis of the
dataset, unnecessary outliers are removed and standardized
using Z-Score normalization. The Z-score normalization can
be formulated as below,

Z − Scorem =

n∑
m=1

pm −
_
x

S
(2)

where pm presented the pollutant concentration value, _
x and

S represent mean and standard deviation respectively. In the
process of training the model, 90 % of the dataset is utilized
for training, 10 % for testing purposes. The proposed model
has three stages, i.e., feature extraction layer (CNN layer),
temporal analysis layer (GRU layer), and spatial analysis layer
(RBF interpolation layer), as represented in Figure 1.

The detailed description of each step of the proposed
architecture is presented in the following sections.

Fig. 1. The proposed model architecture

B. Convolutional neural network for feature learning

The normalized air quality dataset is utilized as the input for
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [29]. The CNN net-
work has widely implemented image processing and computer
vision applications, but we can use one-dimensional CNN for
sequential modeling applications. The max-pooling operation
of CNN reduces the dimensionality of the network and in-
creases the model’s speed and computational performance.
Sparse connectivity and weight sharing are the key features
of 1D CNN.

C. Long term time series modeling layer

In the case of a time series pollution dataset, as we need to
deal with the longer sequential dataset, selective read, write
and forget strategy should be followed to fetch the useful
information only. Traditional Recurrent Neural Network archi-
tecture is not efficient enough to handle long term dependency
and also suffer from vanishing gradient or exploding gradient
issue in a sequence model. To handle this type of situation,

GRU has applied to the output of the CNN layer, which
overcomes the vanishing gradient issues, as well as analyzes
the long term dependency in the air pollution dataset. It
is simpler than Long Short Term Memory Neural Network
(LSTM) and easy to implement. GRU is having reset gate and
update gate where update gate works similar to the input gate
and forget gate of LSTM model. GRU can be represented as
[30],

z = σ(WZxt + Uzht−1 + bz)
r = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1 + bz)
m = φ(Wmxt + Um(ht−1 ◦ r) + bm)
ht = (1− z)ht−1 + z ◦m

(3)

where, sigmoid function σ is used as activation function, xt
is used as the input at current time t, ht−1 is the past data at
time t − 1. (WZ , Uz), (Wr, Ur ), (Wm, Um) are the weight
parameters for update gate z, reset gate z and cell memory
respectively. It combined the feature of the input gate and
forgot the gate to form an update gate to make it simpler than
LSTM. Update gate decides how much information should
keep around and what to through away, while the reset gate
decides the amount of information need to forget. The output
of the GRU layer gives the prediction value of PM10 for
each existing monitoring stations for the next 28 days (1-28
December 2015). Two-layer of GRU is used with 200 batch
size, 1e-3 learning rate, 675 iterations, and 0.2 dropout value. It
utilized Adam as an optimizer and Mean Square Error (MSE)
as a loss function during the training process of the CNN-GRU
model. The basic structure of GRU model is represented in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Basic structure of GRU

D. Spatial interpolation layer

All the existing time series prediction models predict the
pollution level at existing monitoring sites only. So it becomes
challenging to perform air quality monitoring at unmeasured
points [31]. It is also tough and cost-effective to construct
monitoring sites in each part of a location. So it is essential
to predict the spatial distribution of ambient air quality. To
address this issue, we applied the RBF interpolation layer
at the end of the CNN-GRU time series prediction layer so
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that it can predict PM10 value at each corner of the study
area at each time instance. Radial basis function (RBF) [32]
interpolation has been used in many applications; it has a vital
role in handling missing attributes in the geospatial dataset.
To handle large computational tasks and to model complicated
surfaces, it has shown its efficiency in many applications. This
model is a series of exact interpolation techniques, having
five basis kernel function, i.e., thin plate spline, spline with
tension, completely regularized spline, multiquadric function,
and inverse multiquadric function [33]. This is a function to
compute the distance from each location in d-dimensional
space. Unlike the inverse distance weighting technique, it is
able to predict above the maximum of observed values and
also below the minimum of the observed value. It can be
utilized to generate a smooth surface from a large amount of
dataset and can be computed mathematically as the weighted
average of the data point value. It is basically based on the
distance computation between two locations in d-dimensional
space and can be represented by f(x0) function as below,

f(x0) =

N∑
i=1

λiϕ(‖x0 − xi‖) (4)

where λi is the weight parameter, N represents the num-
ber of sampling point, ϕ represents a radial basis function,
(‖x0 − xi‖) represents the radial basis distance between the
unknown point for which the new x0 value is calculated and
the measured point having known value xi [34].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

After training the CNN-GRU deep learning model, pre-
diction value of PM10 for each spatial feature is obtained.
The temporal modeling results show the prediction results
for each monitoring station of the study area for the next 28
days, i.e., for December 2015. However, still, the prediction
data are missing at the unmeasured points. Hence, the current
paper performs both temporal modeling and spatial modeling
to overcome this type of critical issues. Therefore, the RBF
interpolation layer added at the top of the CNN-GRU model.
The final results predict the PM10 concentration in the study
area and for each geographical point where monitoring stations
are not available and generate a temporal-spatial interpolation
prediction map of the study area.

Figure 3-6 shows the prediction result of average PM10

value for every week in December 2015 in the study area. It
can be seen from the weekly predicted map that the fourth
week of December 2015 has more pollution levels than the
other week, where the color scale indicates PM10 concentra-
tion level over the layer. A web Application is developed to
display temporal-spatial interpolation map as shown in Figure
7.

The proposed CNN-GRU performance in temporal mod-
eling is compared with the other state of the art neural
network models like the GRU, LSTM and CNN-LSTM model,
as shown in Table I. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Mean Absolute Percentage

Fig. 3. Average predicted PM10 (µg/m3) concentration distribution for first
week of December 2015.

Fig. 4. Average predicted PM10 (µg/m3) concentration distribution for
second week of December 2015.

Error are utilized as error metrics to compare CNN-GRU’s
prediction performance in temporal modeling.

Table I shows that the CNN-GRU is a better performing
prediction model due to lower RMSE, MAE, and MAPE
values.

To verify the interpolation efficiency of the CNN-GRU-
RBF model, Exponential Kriging (EK) [35], Universal Kriging
(UK), Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) [36] and Spherical
Kriging (SK) models’ interpolation performance conducted
using CNN-GRU time-series prediction results for a fair
comparison. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean
Error (ME) error metrics are utilized to evaluate the proposed
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Fig. 5. Average predicted PM10 (µg/m3) concentration distribution for third
week of December 2015.

Fig. 6. Average predicted PM10 (µg/m3) concentration distribution for
fourth week of December 2015.

model’s interpolation performance. The comparative analysis
of these models is represented in Table II.

As shown in Table II, CNN-GRU-EK, CNN-GRU-UK,
CNN-GRU-SK, CNN-GRU-IDW have higher RMSE and ME
value as compared to the proposed model. In contrast, CNN-
GRU-EK and the CNN-GRU-UK have similar performance.
Furthermore, CNN-GRU-IDW performed well than the CNN-
GRU-EK and CNN-GRU-UK methods. More significantly,
the proposed model has superior performance in generating
temporal-spatial interpolation maps as compared to other ex-
isting models. The key contribution of this research work can
be summarized as follows,

Fig. 7. Web Application

TABLE I
TIME SERIES PREDICTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OVER THE 28

DAYS

Model RMSE MAE MAPE
GRU 56.43 46.43 38.48
CNN-LSTM 71.55 59.80 47.62
LSTM 57.24 49.16 37.51
CNN-GRU 53.40 40.03 31.30

• This is the first research experiment that integrated studies
of deep learning techniques and machine learning-based
interpolation techniques to solve the temporal-spatial in-
terpolation issue of Spatio-temporal air quality modeling.

• The Traditional spatial prediction model imputes the
missing values in the historical time series dataset. How-
ever, the proposed temporal-spatial interpolation model
imputes the missing value both in the time domain and
spatial domain to predict the pollutant concentration more
accurately in advance at high temporal granularity.

• The CNN-GRU-RBF model can predict the long term
exposure of PM10 concentration at each geographical
point in the study area.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, spatial-temporal prediction experiments have
conducted using the proposed CNN-GRU-RBF model. The
CNN-GRU-RBF model utilizes both the neural network and
the geostatistical concept to solve the temporal-spatial inter-
polation issues of the unmeasured point. The performance of
the CNN-GRU-RBF model is investigated against the existing
prediction models. The results show that the CNN-GRU-
RBF model can solve the temporal-spatial interpolation issues

TABLE II
INTERPOLATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OVER THE 28 DAYS

Model RMSE ME
CNN-GRU-EK 25.60 4.05
CNN-GRU-UK 25.60 4.05
CNN-GRU-IDW 24.07 6.76
CNN-GRU-SK 23.67 4.00
CNN-GRU-RBF 22.30 2.86
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more accurately than others. As compared to other models,
the proposed method improves the prediction performance
more significantly due to both temporal and spatial modeling
abilities.

Due to the data unavailability, only PM10 concentration
values are used for the period 2004-2015. The performance
can be improved in the future by considering the correlation
of pollution with the other affecting variables like traffic and
meteorological factors.
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